
  

 
 

 

 

 

WHO WE ARE 

Haiti Now (Ayiti Now Corp) is a 501(c)(3) non-profit corporation headquartered in Miami Beach, 

Florida. Immediately after the January 2010 earthquake, we landed in Haiti with a strong 

desire to help. The initiative to respond to the medical emergency started with Uchenna 

Aningo, PA-C. Haiti Now was founded by Alex Lizzappi during those days after the earthquake 

to assist effectively the people in need. 
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OUR MISSION & VALUES OUR BELIEFS 
 

DRIVEN BY OUR VALUES 

We strive to empower Restavek girls 

and marginalized children through our 

educational program. 

We value: Empowerment; Social 

Justice; Determination; Optimism; 

Integrity; Innovation. 

We can’t close our eyes—we must take 

action and work to radically transform 

the lives of the most vulnerable 

children with impactful programs 

targeted to their needs 
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THE PROBLEM 

Restavek is a long-standing practice in Haiti where impoverished families send their children 

who are mostly girls to live with families who are better off to be cared for in exchange for 

domestic services. In reality, these girls are overworked, neglected, and mistreated. Haiti Now 

believes that Restavek girls need specialized programs to overcome emotional abuse and 

extreme poverty. 

THE HAITI NOW SOLUTION 

Haiti Now strives to create a concrete solution to this problem by raising funds to build a Safe 

House to provide shelter that not only protects but also nurtures Restavek girls and underprivileged 

children of Haiti. 

DELIVERING OUR MISSION – SAFE HOUSE  
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EMPOWERMENT THROUGH EDUCATION 
Beyond funding a physical home, Haiti Now has been investing in an Accelerated Education 

program to give Restavek girls a springboard for their academics while sheltered in the Safe 

House. The Accelerated Education program, funded by donations to Haiti Now, will offer a 

supportive environment and rich curriculum to enable students to obtain a 6th grade diploma in 

three years. The program features best in class teaching methods, modern technology, and 

financial literacy as core to the curriculum. 

DELIVERING OUR MISSION - ACCELERATED EDUCATION 
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A TRACK RECORD OF SUCCESS 

Since its founding, Haiti Now has been dedicated to improving the lives of impoverished children in 

Haiti through education. Haiti Now has a track record in success from its original School Book Bank 

Program which it will bring to its new initiatives such as the Safe House and Accelerated Education. 

These programs strive to increase access to quality education for marginalized children of poverty to 

improve their future life prospects by allowing them to recognize their full human potential 

4,173 

Textbooks 

Purchased 

7,246 

Textbooks 

Exchanged 

558 

Total Recipients 
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ALEX'S STORY 

Alex's dedication to Haiti Now stems from his own childhood struggles, landing him in an 

orphanage at age six and homeless by 16.He was able to rise above his circumstances by 

bravely reaching out for help. Alex was awed by the kindness and support he received from 

others, and thus fueled to help others in need. 

When Alex first visited Haiti, he was devastated by the profound poverty and its impact on 

children. He felt compelled to act and in 2010 he founded Haiti Now. 

Since then, Haiti Now has been focused on empowering the most vulnerable and 

disenfranchised demographic in Haitian society—its children. 

FOUNDER - ALEX LIZZAPPI 
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